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1 Open the Drill tray.

2 Place the Spring into the small hole in the back of the Drill, plastic end first.

3 Place the Spring Stop into the back of the Drill, to keep the spring in place. To do so, align the two notches and rotate the 
fin downward 90°.

4
Depress the side button on the right front of the Drill while placing the Depth Sensing Arm (DSA) into the small hole 
on the front of the Drill.  Make sure the bend in the arm is angling downwards.  Release the side button once the DSA is 
inserted halfway into the Drill.

5 Place the Chuck into the Drill and turn clockwise until it locks in place.

6 Hand the plug end of the cord off to the Circulator.  The Circulator will plug the Drill into the Controller.

7
The calibration message will appear on the screen queuing the Scrub staff to calibrate the Drill. To calibrate the Drill, follow 
these steps as instructed by the controller:

1. Push in and hold the DSA. Release the DSA. 
2. Push in and hold the DSA. Release the DSA. 

8 The Drill Bit Diameter menu will appear on the screen queuing the Circulating staff to select the Drill Bit Diameter Range. 

9
Use the Equalizer® to calculate the Hardware Offset (using the planned plate and a 20 mm screw). Place the screw 
through the plate and insert the screw/plate assembly into the hole on top of the Equalizer®.  Read across from the bottom 
of the last full thread of the screw to determine the Hardware Offset.

10 Select the button,      and follow the on-screen instructions to enter the Hardware Offset as determined by the Equalizer®. 

11

Load the drill bit by following these steps:
1. Snap the little plastic bushing that is packaged sheathed around the drill bit into the hole at the end of the DSA.  
2. Swivel the bushing sideways and insert the tip of the drill bit into the bushing.
3. Swivel the bushing in line with the DSA and insert the diamond shaped, chuck end bushing into the chuck.
4. The drill chuck will snap back into its original position when the drill bit is seated properly. Failure to properly install 

the drill bit will result in an inaccurate depth measurement.
5. Extend DSA and depth arm bushing to end of drill bit.

12
Begin drilling. Place the Drill onto the bone so the drill bit is in contact with the bone. Use the bottom trigger to begin 
drilling forward.  Keep steady pressure until the Drill stops automatically. In Bicortical Mode, you will hear 2 beeps… one for 
each cortex the Surgeon passes through.

13 Once the Drill stops, the drilling depth measurement will display in the top right corner of the controller. The hole counter 
is used to determine the number of holes drilled during a procedure and their depth.

14 Squeeze the top trigger to reverse the Drill and remove the drill bit from the bone.

15 Wipe down the drill bit after each use to free it of any soft tissue debris.
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